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Copyright Protection: This play (“Play”) is fully protected under the copyright laws of the United States of 
America and all countries with which the United States has reciprocal copyright relations, whether through bilateral 
or multilateral treaties or otherwise, and including, but not limited to, all countries covered by the Pan-American 
Copyright Convention, the Universal Copyright Convention, and the Berne Convention.

Rights Reserved: All rights to this play are strictly reserved, including professional and amateur stage performance 
right. Also reserved are: motion pictures, recitation, lecturing, public reading, radio broadcasting, television, video, 
and the rights of translation into non-English languages; rights to all other forms of mechanical or electronic 
reproduction now known or yet to be invented, such as CD-ROM, CD-I, DVD, photocopying, and information 
storage and retrieval systems.

Performance Rights and Royalty Payments: All amateur and stock performance rights to this Play are controlled 
exclusively by 3P Speech, LLC (“3P Speech”). No amateur or stock production groups or individuals may perform 
this Play without obtaining advance written permission from 3P Speech. Questions concerning other rights should be 
addressed to 3P Speech. If necessary, we will contact the author or the author’s agent. Required royalty fees for 
performing this Play are specified online at the 3P Speech website (http://www.3pspeech.com). Such royalty fees 
may be subject to change without notice. Although this book may have been obtained for a particular licensed 
performance, such performance rights, if any, are not transferable. Professional and stock fees will be set upon 
application in accordance with producing circumstances. All licensing requests and inquiries concerning amateur 
and stock performance rights should be addressed to 3P Speech (see contact information on adjacent page)

Royalty of the required amount must be paid, whether the play is presented for charity or profit and whether or not 
admission is charged. Only forensics competitions are exempt from this fee. 

Author Credit: All groups or individuals receiving permission to produce this Play must give the author(s) credit in 
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Produced by special arrangement with 3P Speech, LLC
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Trade Marks, Public Figures, & Musical Works: This play may include references to brand names or public 
figures. All references are intended only as parody or other legal means of expression. This play may contain 
suggestions for the performance of a musical work (either in part or in whole). 3P Speech, LLC have not obtained 
performing rights of these works. The direction of such works is only a playwright’s suggestion, and the play 
producer should obtain such permissions of his or her own. The website for the U.S. copyright office is http://
www.copyright.gov.

Prohibition of Unauthorized Copying: Any unauthorized copying of this book or excerpts from this book is 
strictly forbidden by law. Except as otherwise permitted by applicable law, no part of this book may be reproduced, 
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form, by any means now known or yet to be invented, including, 
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THE BOTTOM LINE: If you break copyright law, you are robbing a playwright and opening 
yourself to expensive legal action. 3P Speech and the author are entitled to institute legal action 
for any such infringement, which can subject the infringer to actual damages, statutory damages, 
and attorneys’ fees. A court may impose statutory damages up to $150,000 for willful copyright 
infringements. U.S. copyright law also provides for possible criminal sanctions. Follow the rules, 
and when in doubt, ask us.
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playwright’s work.

2. Royalty of the required amount must be paid each time the play is performed, whether the 
play is presented for charity or profit and whether or not admission is charged.

3. When performing one-acts or full-length plays, enough playbooks must be purchased for 
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4. Copying or duplication of any or part of this script is strictly forbidden.

5. Any changes to the script is not allowed without direct authorization by 3P Speech, LLC.

6. Credit to the author and publisher is required on all promotional items associated with this 
play’s performance(s).

7. Do not break copyright laws with any of our plays. This is a very serious matter and the 
consequences can be quite expensive.
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AUTHORS’ NOTES
Avoid making Roger stereotypical. 

Feel free to censor the language as you see fit.

Ricky and Daniel have no lines. Both can be simply suggested. If you prefer, they can be 
cast and appear in their few parts.

A lot of the dialogue between Roger and Sara seems very confrontational. Remember 
they’ve been married for many years and most of it is bickering. Be sure that the scenes 
still build and it isn’t tense the entire time.

It should be noted that both Roger and Sara aren’t ever completely in the right, nor are 
they ever completely in the wrong. Divorce is much more complicated than that. No one 
is the good guy. No one is the bad guy.
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CHARACTERS
SARA: Mid 30’s

ROGER: Mid 30’s

SETTING
It takes place in Sara and Roger’s apartment, at a restaurant and at Daniel’s apartment.

TIME
The play is set in modern day.
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THESE THINGS HAPPEN

SCENE ONE

(We open to a dark stage. We hear pandemonium on stage. ROGER and SARA are 
mid-fight. It has been a long time coming and they are both talking very fast. Their 

lines should over lap.)

SARA. It’s one of those girls at the hospital! God!
ROGER. Sara. Would you calm down—
SARA. I never should’ve married a nurse.
ROGER. (Lights up) Sara!
SARA. Christ! I should have known this—
ROGER. Stop rambling and talk to me!
SARA. (Takes just a second to think) You think I’m so stupid don’t you?
ROGER. When have I ever said that?
SARA.  You thought I’d never figure it out.
ROGER. Figure what out!?
SARA. You’re cheating on me, Roger.
ROGER. Sara.
SARA. It’s the truth!
ROGER. I am not cheating on you. I would never do that—
SARA. You are so full of shit!
ROGER. Would you explain what the hell is going on?
SARA. I have proof! 

(RICKY opens his parent’s bedroom door. Both parent’s heads quickly look at the 
door. They try to hide that they were fighting.)

ROGER. Hey, buddy.
SARA. Did we wake you, honey?
ROGER. We’re having grown up talk, Ricky, you don’t want to hear this. Why 
don’t you head back to bed?
SARA. Go on, I’ll come in soon and tuck you in.

(Both watch RICKY close the door and leave. The fight starts at somewhat of the 
same intensity but begins at a more subdued volume.)

SARA. I have proof you are cheating on me.
ROGER. Well then prove it.
SARA. Tonight I went to Michelle’s across the street and I—
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ROGER. You said you were going to the movies?
SARA. I was lying.
ROGER. (To himself) Now you’re lying.
SARA. I went to Michelle’s house and spied on you through the window. And I 
saw that black Volkswagen pull into the garage!
ROGER. You saw a black Volkswagen?
SARA. Don’t deny it, Roger. I saw it. I’ve known something was up. You’ve been 
acting different for months—
ROGER. Sara.
SARA. And I have proof now— 
ROGER. You saw my friend Daniel.
SARA. What?
ROGER. My friend Daniel drives a Volkswagen. He came over and we hung out.
SARA. No. No that’s not possible.
ROGER. Daniel was the only person who came over. What? Am I not allowed to 
hang out with my friends when you’re at movies? 
SARA. There was a woman here!
ROGER. Or just not when you’re spying on me? You’ve got some nerve, you 
know that? Accusing me—
SARA. (Blurting out, confused) But it broke! 
ROGER. What? What the hell are you talking—?
SARA. Michelle said if I wanted to prove you were cheating I should put an egg 
under our mattress. So if you got in bed the egg would break. And it broke, Roger. 
Don’t give me this shit about Daniel or whoever. You were sleeping with someone.
ROGER. (Knows he’s caught) Okay look—
SARA. Why would you be in the bed if you were just with one of your friends?
ROGER. I can explain.
SARA. He wasn’t the only person over! Who is she? One of those stupid bitch 
nurses, isn’t she!?
ROGER. Please just listen to me.
SARA. Jesus Christ Roger! (She rambles very quickly) Why? What am I not good 
enough? Fuck! Are we supposed to get counseling or what does this even mean? 
What am I supposed to do? What do I tell Ricky?
ROGER. Sara.
SARA. I’m never going to be able to trust you after this! Never! This is too much. 
God damnit. Some stupid fucking nurse. She’s good looking, isn’t she?!
ROGER. Sara I’m trying to—
SARA. The egg broke, Roger! Who are you sleeping with?! 

These Things Happen
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ROGER. (This is the only way he can figure out how to tell her. It comes both as a 
means of quieting SARA, but also is still very vulnerable) Daniel was the only 
person who came over. 

(Both stand in silence, maintaining eye contact, as it slowly dawns on SARA. This 
realization is very important to the audience.)

SARA. With…(ROGER hesitantly nods his head. As she understand what 
happened, she is shocked and blurting out at first, more confidant by the last two 
words) Get out. (She points to the door) Leave.

(ROGER, not wanting to cause a fight, leaves. Lights Down.)

SCENE TWO

(The lights are still down. We hear a door open. It is the next morning and ROGER 
has returned to the apartment.)

SARA. Roger? Is that you?
ROGER. Yeah.
SARA. You’re back. (Lights up)
ROGER. I came to grab a few of my things.
SARA. Why?
ROGER. I thought you wanted me out of the house.
SARA. Look, I over-reacted. It was very hard for me to listen to what you said last 
night.
ROGER. The truth?
SARA. I scheduled us to meet with a marriage counselor. We can work this out. 
We’ll put this behind us and get on with our lives.
ROGER. I think we should get a divorce.
SARA. What?
ROGER. I think we—
SARA. I heard you. What’re you talking about?
ROGER. You said it yourself; I’ve been acting weird for months now. It’s because
—well—I think it’d be best for everyone if we separated.
SARA. What about Ricky? What’s best for him?
ROGER. You think I haven’t thought of that?
SARA. You can’t just leave us.
ROGER. I’m not abandoning you. It’s not like I’m leaving forever. I just think we 
should—

Chris and Ryan Wilkins
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SARA. You are so selfish.
ROGER. I want what’s best for both of us.
SARA. You want a divorce so you can go be with Daniel or whoever the hell he is. 
Because you like men now—
ROGER. Don’t bring him into this. This is between you and me.
SARA. You brought him into this, Roger. You’re the one who had strangers in our 
bedroom. 
ROGER. Yes. I cheated on you. I admit that. Okay? 
SARA. (Beat) I don’t want a divorce.
ROGER. Why not?
SARA. Because we’re going to work through this. 
ROGER. What if I don’t want to work through this?
SARA. Then you’re going to stop thinking about yourself for ten fucking seconds 
and think about me and Ricky.
ROGER. You’d be happier if Daniel didn’t have to sneak into our room every time 
you go to the movies. You and Ricky don’t deserve that.
SARA. What the hells the matter with you? 
ROGER. (Starting to leave) I’m getting some things.
SARA. Don’t walk away from me! I’m talking to you!
ROGER. We’re getting a divorce. (Exits)
SARA. You can’t do this to us!
ROGER. (Off stage) I’m doing this for us!
SARA. The hell you are! You’re a selfish asshole! (Lights fade slowly as SARA 
continues to yell at ROGER) You can’t do this! I won’t let you! I’ll never agree to 
it! And if I meet this Daniel I swear to god I’ll fucking murder him!

SCENE THREE

(ROGER and SARA are now at a restaurant. Two other empty tables could be 
placed with theirs, but other actors are not needed for the scene. Lights are still 

down as they get seated.)

SARA. I hate this restaurant.
ROGER. You love this restaurant. It was the first place we went on a date.
SARA. The food is lousy and the service is awful. (Lights up)
ROGER. Or maybe that’s why you hate it.
SARA. I don’t see why we need to go to a fucking restaurant anyway.
ROGER. Because, I prefer to discuss this with you in a public place. We don’t 
want a repeat of our last discussion.
SARA. I got a little angry. I think given the circumstances—

These Things Happen
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ROGER. People get divorced. Let’s be adults about this. We should be able to 
come to an agreement without lawyers. All right? Let’s just, be civilized.
SARA. Fine. (With disdain) How’s Daniel?
ROGER. Great. He really wants to meet you.
SARA. I’d rather not.
ROGER. Offer’s always open.
SARA. I’ll think about it.
ROGER. I heard you got a job?
SARA. I got my old one back at the office.  I guess I don’t get to be a stay at home 
mom anymore, just a single one. 

(An imaginary waiter enters. The waiter may also be suggested.)

ROGER. I’ll have a water.
SARA. Something with vodka. (SARA waves off the waiter not wanting to explain)
ROGER. It’s one o’clock?
SARA. I’ll need a drink to get through this conversation.
ROGER. (Taken aback) Are you serious? It’s the middle of the day.
SARA. (Ignoring him) I’m taking the apartment.
ROGER. I think we agree on who gets what.
SARA. Where are you living?
ROGER. I’m staying with Dan.
SARA. You already moved in together?
ROGER. You kicked me out of the house. Where did you think I’d go?
SARA. I don’t know. I didn’t think things would move so quickly. 
ROGER. Sometimes things go quickly.
SARA. How long have you been seeing him?
ROGER. That doesn’t matter. 
SARA. I want to know.
ROGER. A while, okay?
SARA. How long’s a while?
ROGER. Can we focus on our agreement? Please?
SARA. Okay, let’s focus. You want to talk about custody don’t you?
ROGER. I want to discuss custody, yes.
SARA. Judges always side with the mother. 
ROGER. I want to discuss it, Sara. We’re supposed to come to an agreement. I 
have every right to see him.
SARA. I don’t want him staying with you.
ROGER. (Not angry, but starting to catch on what SARA may be getting at) Why 
the hell not?
SARA. Because. He’s too young.

Chris and Ryan Wilkins
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ROGER. Too young to see his father? That makes no sense.
SARA. I don’t want Ricky spending time in Daniel’s apartment. He’s too young to 
be raised like that.
ROGER. Like what?
SARA. By two fathers.
ROGER. There it is.
SARA. Roger, he’s too young! He doesn’t need to be learning about being gay and 
sex and—
ROGER. You can hate, Daniel. Fine! And you can hate me too. But you will not 
keep my son from me. Don’t pretend you’re trying to protect, Ricky, from the big 
bad gays. He’s ten. I think he can handle—
SARA. I just want the best for our son. 
ROGER. That’s bullshit.
SARA. I don’t want him staying at Daniel’s apartment. I’m not explaining to Ricky 
what gay people do and—it’s traumatizing enough that he has to see his father with 
another man.
ROGER. Traumatizing? I’m his father. Not some child-corrupting faggot—
SARA. He is not staying at Daniel’s!
ROGER. Fine! I won’t stay at Daniel’s apartment. I’ll fucking rent a hotel room 
every time he stays with me. Is that what you want? 
SARA. (Getting up to leave) I think we should let the lawyers handle the details.
ROGER. We shouldn’t need lawyers.
SARA. You’ve changed, Roger.
ROGER. (Beat) Well that makes two of us.

(SARA exits. ROGER sits at the table frustrated. Lights down.)

SCENE FOUR

(We are in the ROGER and SARA’s apartment again. They are addressing RICKY, 
who is positioned right in front of them. Lights are still down.)

ROGER. Listen Ricky, this isn’t going to make a lot of sense and it’s okay if you 
want to cry. (Lights up. ROGER looks at SARA. They’ve discussed how to tell 
RICKY, yet it doesn’t seem to have helped)
SARA. Your father and I aren’t going to—well—
ROGER. What you mother is trying to say is, mommy and daddy aren’t going to 
live in the same house anymore.
SARA. Your dad and I are getting a divorce.

These Things Happen
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Among many others, Chris and Ryan Wilkins’ plays include Rob in the Hood, 
These Things Happen, and Thomas Brady's First Day of Kindergarten. In only 
their first year, these scripts have delivered forensics students to multiple final 
round performance opportunities.    

The Wilkins brothers competed in high school forensics at Lincoln High School in 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, where they were recently the 2011 National Champions 
in Duo Interpretation at the National Forensics League (NFL) Tournament. With a 
combined seven years of speech experience, observing all ranges of performances 
and scripts, the Wilkins twins have now set their eyes on coaching students and 
writing scripts for forensics performance. Their hope is to continue to help anyone 
and everyone they can in the forensics realm.
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THESE THINGS HAPPEN
by Chris and Ryan Wilkins

GENRE: DRAMA (One-Act)

CAST:  1 Male, 1 Female

SUMMARY:

	
 After ROGER admits he's cheating on his wife SARA with a man 
named DANIEL, an ugly divorce occurs. Trying to cope with the loss our 
her marriage, Sara turns to alcohol and keeps ROGER from seeing their 
son RICKY. ROGER tries to keep RICKY in his life, while still moving on 
with his new partner. Both parents struggle to find a common ground with 
their son after their marriage is torn apart. THESE THINGS HAPPEN 
depicts the harsh realities of broken marriages and custody battles, but 
shows us that ultimately there can be life after divorce.
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